TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 2006

Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting 10:00 AM
Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Bryant, Wayne R.

The Chairmen has invited testimony from several departments and the State Auditor on the current state of Medicaid fraud prevention in New Jersey.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 2006

Assembly Session 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers

Votes:
A148 [Vandervalk, Charlotte/Roberts, Joseph J.+4], Foreclosure procedures-concerns
A219 [Gregg, Guy R./Conway, Herb+3], Animal cruelty laws-concerns
A374 [Chatzidakis, Larry/Bodine, Francis L.], At electrical energy-concern production
A409 [Bodine, Francis L./Chatzidakis, Larry], Emsg, lic. inspection proced. estab.
A496 [Bateman, Christopher/Marzano, Louis M.+1], Abandoned/claimcd mv-concerns
A497 [Bateman, Christopher/Malone, Joseph R.+2], Co. coll.-concerns bd. of trustees
A988 [Giusciora, Reed/Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Doherty, Michael J.], Delaware River Bridge Comm-splnt compact
A956 [Munoz, Eric/Chivukula, Upendra J./Cruz-Perez, Nilsa/Gregg, Guy R./Vanieri Huttle, Valerie+6], Devel. Disabl. Div. fac.-concerns
A961 [Munoz, Eric/Voss, Joan M./Vandervalk, Charlotte+4], Epinephrine, cert. students-concerns
A1053 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vessels, cert.-proh. taking fish
A1152 [Dancer, Ronald S.], Local prop.-concerns
A1219 [Diogran, Patrick J./Barnes, Peter J./Prieto, Vincent+5], Mun. court admin.-concerns
A1324 [Bordiu, Peter J./Bateman, Christopher], Vaccines containing mercury-elim. use
A1422 [Scalera, Frederick/Van Drew, Jeff], Wage disputes, cert.-concerns
A1550 [Steel, Alfred E./Toole, Kevin J./Johnson, Gordon M./Pou, Nellie], Co corrections mgmt. and operation
A1596 [Ho ladajeff, James W./Barnes, Peter J.+1], Traveling sales crews-crimes. hist check

*Senate Session 2:00 PM Senate Chambers

10:00 AM: Select Committees to meet at the call of the Senate President

Votes:
A370 [Chatzidakis, Larry/Bodine, Francis L./Stanley, Craig A.+1], Sch. lunches-concerns
A764 [Gordon, Robert M./McKeon, John F.+5], Hunting, computer-assisted-proh.
A1387 [Quiigley, Joan M./Scalera, Frederick-J], Fire emerg. procedures-concerns
S134 [Bucco, Anthony R./Guir genti, John A.+6], Mattresses-concern flammability standard
S149 [Connors, Leonard T./Cuk, Ronald L.+1], Mun. auth. over cert. emp.-concerns
S323 [Bark, Martha W./Allen, Diane B.], Sch lunches-concerns
S341 [Bark, Martha W.], Energy Star products-concern. St. to purch.
S488 [Sweeney, Stephen M.+1], Income tax-unincorp. constr. contractors
S469 [Buono, Barbara/Richardson, Ronald L.], Prop. tax exemp.-facade improvements
S532 [Buono, Barbara/Madden, Fred H.+1], Nurse, reg.-pronouncement of death
S556 [Smith, Bob], Plastic Container Recycling Enhancement
S574 [McNamara, Henry P./Buono, Barbara], Hunting, computer-assisted-proh.
S614 [Ritchie, John A./Bucco, Anthony J.], Fire emerg. procedures-concerns
S685 [Weinberg, Loreta/Buono, Anthony J.], Dog lic. fee, mun.-incr. max. fee
S721 [Inverso, Peter A./Guirgenti, John A.], MV accidents-owner prov. info.
S780 [Madden, Fred H.+1] Yo-Yo Waterballs-proh. sale
S795 [James, Sharpe/Asselta, Nicholas], Performing art cts-removal support limit
S811 [Buono, Barbara/Gordon, Robert M.], Psychology, unlic. practice-concerns
S942 [Singer, Robert W./Buono, Barbara], Long-term care fac.-concerns
S987 [Buono, Barbara,], Accident reports-concerns
S1049 [Karcher, Ellen/Kyrillos, Joseph M.+1], Fort Monmouth Econ. Revitalization Act
S1107 [Adler, John H.], Loc. govt. fac.-concerns bond coverage
S1115 [Ritchie, Ronald L./Buono, Barbara], Security deposits-concerns return
S1208 [Buono, Barbara], Auto body repair fac.-lab. insur.
S1221 [Ritchie, Ronald L./Buono, Barbara], UMDOJ-concern bd. of trustees
S1359 [Sarlo, Paul A.], Fire emerg. procedures-concerns
S1447 [Cardinale, Gerald/Leisure, Raymond J.+1], Cemeteries-concerns mgnt.
S1455 [Ciesla, Andrew R./Buono, Barbara], Fire emerg. procedures-concerns
S1485 [Buono, Barbara/Gordon, Robert M.], Dog lic. fee, mun.-incr. max. fee
S1491 [Van Drew, Jeffrey], Fire emerg. procedures-concerns
S1545 [Ciesa, Andrew J./Sweeney, Stephen M.+1], Vessels, cert.-proh. taking fish
S1772 [Turner, Shirley-K./Karcher, Ellen], Medigap-Seniors Health Insurance
S1871 [Ritchie, Ronald L./Madden, Fred H.+1], Nurse, reg.-pronouncement of death
S2089 [Ciesla, Andrew R./Sweeney, Stephen M.+1], Vessels, cert.-proh. taking fish
S2172 [Turner, Shirley K./Karcher, Ellen], Local govt. fac.-concerns bond coverage
MONDAY, MARCH 20, 2006 (continued)

*Assembly Budget Meeting 2:00 PM
Committee Room 11, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asm. Greenwald, Louis D.
The Chairman has invited the NJ State Commission of Investigation to discuss its review and findings as reported in its "Questionable and Hidden Compensation for Public School Administrators" report.

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 2006

SENATE QUORUM 12:45 PM Senate Chambers
ASSEMBLY QUORUM 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers

JOINT SESSION 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers
Joint Session to receive Governor's Budget Message